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About This Content

New Japan Pro-Wrestling, Japan’s premiere pro-wrestling promotion, joins the roster! Battle alongside and against your
favorites in the all-new Fighting Road scenario mode.

Includes 39 wrestlers, new moves, edit parts and entrance themes.

*Internet Connection Required*
Internet connection required to access DLC content.

Fighting Road: 2017 NJPW Heavyweight Championship
Scenario mode where you join NJPW as a Young Lion with dreams of winning the IWGP Heavyweight Championship title. Do
you make it to the top, or will your career end before it even started? Plan a training regimen to match your fight style and join

up with either the Main Unit, L.I.J., CHAOS or Suzuki-Gun depending on your attitude in and out of the ring.
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Updated Roster
Kazuchika Okada

Kenny Omega
Tetsuya Naito

Hiroshi Tanahashi
Minoru Suzuki
Hirooki Goto
Bad Luck Fale
Michael Elgin

EVIL
SANADA

Togi Makabe
Kota Ibushi

Zack Sabre Jr.
Tomohiro Ishii

Katsuyori Shibata
Juice Robinson

Toru Yano
Tama Tonga

Takashi Iizuka
Tanga Loa

Yuji Nagata
Satoshi Kojima

Hiroyoshi Tenzan
Manabu Nakanishi

Super Strong Machine
Tomoaki Honma
YOSHI-HASHI

Taichi
Hiromu Takahashi

KUSHIDA
BUSHI

Ryusuke Taguchi
Gedo

TAKA Michinoku
Yoshinobu Kanemaru

El Desperado
Hirai Kawato

Katsuya Kitamura
Tomoyuki Oka
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I'm sorry, but this game is incomprehensible garbage. The "instructions" are unhelpful, and the messaging to the player
throughout is unsatisfactory (e.g. if you have a budget deficit it won't allow you to press "play" on time passing but also doesn't
warn you about this, simply changing your screen to the economy screen with no warning or explanation whatsoever). Then
almost no matter what you do in the opening turns, the game ends with failure.

This is not fun, intelligent, or interesting. And I say that as a political sciences student and avid fan of political strategy games.
Avoid this game like the plague. It's literally the worst game I've played on Steam.. It's not the fmv-game, just a boring movie..
why i cant play multiplayer??. tl:dr DO NOT PUT ANY MONEY INTO THIS GAME AND JUST PLAY IT FOR FREE,
FALSE ADVERTISING ON CARDS, SIDE STEPPING STEAM TAXES BY LINKING TO A PERSONAL ARTIST
ACCOUNT PATREON SUBSCRIPTION

DO NOT BUY DLC FOR THIS GAME
DO NOT BUY CARDS FOR THIS GAME UNTIL BOOSTERS ARE FREED FROM THIS HOSTAGE SITUATION

The Steam DLC doesn't count towards booster unlock.

In game only to unlock, no in game shop, only in game purchase option goes to a patreon and all discussions end with "just buy
off the market" or they'll even say, "gems", but once again, this is ignoring the very glaring problem of not being able to get the
booster unlock.

The discussion page even has a sticky post that says cards are coming...half a year ago with a n\/t = no text. Clearly, people have
booster capability and the devolper is ignoring questions on how others may also obtain it.

Not being able to unlock booster while others obviously have seals the deal, I know a racket when I see one, but just when you
thought broken and discontinued items on steam were bad enough, this is clearly misadvertised as having "trading cards" when
the low amount and high prices for the cards AND BOOSTERS clearly screams some of somebodies buddies were given the
feature so they can sell the cards while others weren't. At a ransom price for cards in general. ...30 cents for one reg card.

Is this a f2p that I can spend 40 dollars with my steam wallet or a hostage situation?

I'm going to look around for someone to make this right, but for all intents and purposes, DO NOT BUY DLC IF YOU'RE
LOOKING TO UNLOCK BOOSTER, SOMETHING IS TERRIBLY WRONG HERE AND IT STINKS.

What the actual F

Does Gabe know you're side stepping steam sales and are technically mislabeling your product?. i like this game and all but one
thing that disspaointed me was i kept getting stuck on small things like bridges and moving platforms which wasn't fun. Other
than that it's a good game. Wrote a review on 8-Bit armies which pretty much 'reviews' all three games.
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I love the whole serie of turbo pug!. Game attempts to be Populus more or less, but with an easier entrance point. The rate of
aquiring wheat, the main resource is shown by each field, not overall, and little things missing like that add up to undermine
gameplay. Using a unit to do anything kills it, with good measure cause you never seem to want population, but it makes
gameplay tedious, and god games usually have some elements of tedium but this game it is the bread and butter, all micro. It
would be forgivable if it was fun, but sending your minions to their doom doesn't even give you the satisfying pop noise
lemmings did, nor does the game challenge you to master it's minusia. Once I got to the level that wanted me to mine through
the world I found the few camera controls massively insufficent. This game just doesn't leave much satisfaction, but is happy to
eat up your time without good reason. Seems like the game just needed polish to make it more smooth and enjoyable, but what
currently exists is just rather bland.. This is a game I only play occasionally when I want to relax and I'm not in the mood for
playing anything else. That's not a bad thing, that's just the role it has for me and it serves it extremely well. It's a 2D side
scrolling puzzle platformer. There's no direct combat (though you can be killed), the game is more about block puzzles, figuring
out what you need to move, where and the correct timing. It's pretty simple at first but after a few sets of levels, things get a
little more challening with puzzles really requiring players to know the ins and outs of mechanics, sometimes forcing the player
to learn new things as they come up with a solution.

Each puzzle is satisfying and so far, not frustrating in the slightest. The visuals are really charming and the music is just nice and
relaxing, it doesn't make you feel at all rushed.

I think my favourite thing about it is the game just doesn't get boring for me and it fits into my life perfectly, being there for
whenever I need it without feeling like I'm forgetting anything. If I'm stuck for something to play or just not having a great
week, I can put this on and even though it doesn't solve those problems, it's a nice way to spend some time.

I highly recommend picking this game up. It's not very expensive at full price and is worth every penny.. I really enjoyed this
DLC... especially with the new addition of the TREASURE RADAR. Made finding all the treasure (EXCEPT GOLD COINS)
a lot easier. I still wish there were a tool to help find the coins... has to be most difficult and annoying part of the game. But the
game itself is beautiful and surprisingly fun. I bought this DLC on sale and it was appropriately priced for under $3. The two
new levels were beautiful - but don't offer too much more in the way of actual missions. All in all this is a different and creative
game. A nice break from the rest of the FPS genre.
. Jet Gunner plays similar to Contra. You can only shoot left or right and you get a jetpack, hence the name. There isn't much to
say about this game other than that. Get it if you like Contra or NES games in general.. Really great game that isn't turns based.
PVP or story based play.
Kind of bummed about the microtransaction aspect part of this.
It would be great if you could trade your minions for gems.
However, the game combines a lot of great aspects to keep you coming back.. Game seems fun but crashes everytime combat
starts. Not really possible to play at that point so I guess it goes in the refund bin
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